
In today’s connected world, we generate more 
information than ever. The way we process this Big 
Data will lead to never-before-seen innovations. 

Over the next 5 years, lead capture and tracking 
through automation will feed marketer databases. 
Automation, real-time bidding and data 
management platforms will alter media buying.

How will these advancements
impact marketing?

Marketing automation will increase.

We will see more personalization.
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Big Data and analytics will lead to real-time 
creative that adapts to its audience. 
Location data can customize ad 
experiences by market. Meanwhile, 
promotions can use Big Data to generate 
personalized discounts for consumers.

Businesses will become more intelligent.
Big Data can improve the next generation of 
products and services. Manufacturers are 
already using sensor data from products to 
innovate after-sales service offerings.

Deep analytics will improve business intelligence, 
affecting goals for departments covering 
operations, logistics, finance and sales.

1 in 2 business leaders 
say they don’t have 
access to the data 
they need,

and 83 % of CIOs cite 
business intelligence as 
part of their plans.3

Analytics will help predict future events.
Predictive analytics finds the relevant content within the Big 
Data, allowing companies to do more with less information.
By analyzing this data, corporations and marketers can get 
valuable insights on consumer needs and behaviors.

Companies like Target use gathered 
information and analytics to predict 
customer behaviors and life events, 
including pregnancy, so they can 
provide refined offers and services.2

Gilt Groupe targeted specific 
interests on social networks, 
tailoring their offers and adding 
one million customers.1
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Customer service will improve.3
Companies will harness Big Data to share 
best practices on a global level. For 
example, Amazon and Zappos service 
representatives use collected data to 
handle customer interactions, leading to 
a better overall experience.4

IBM hopes to implement its Watson 
learning technology to improve call 
center performance, saving 
companies money while improving 
customer relationships.5
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